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the federal motor carrier safety administration (fmcsa) announced the 5th round of intersection safety performance program (ispp)
intersections. the five (5) projects selected to receive ispp funding were successfully completed in spring, 2015, and the projects are now

available to view online. the two (2) programs in round 5 are: roundhouse intersection (ri) and east cincinnati roundabout (ecr). these will be
programmed later in the year. the final ispp project will be programmed in spring 2016. the fmcsa recently announced that more than 3

million vehicles covered by the national motor vehicle title information system (nmvtis)were recalled for noncompliance and were released
from the recall by december 31, 2015. the u.s. department of transportation's national highway traffic safety administration (nhtsa) recently
announced the next installment of its initiative to improve vehicle-to-vehicle (v2v) communications and collision avoidance technology (cat).
this release will include a series of major enhancements for the current v2v interoperable test procedure (v2vt-o) and address the needs of

future v2v communications. the u.s. department of transportation's federal motor carrier safety administration (fmcsa) recently announced the
2nd installment of its initiative to improve vehicle-to-vehicle (v2v) communications and collision avoidance technology (cat). this release
includes a series of major enhancements for the current v2v interoperable test procedure (v2vt-o) and addresses the needs of future v2v

communications.
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the following directories contain terms, definitions, guidelines, and recommendations for the accessibility and usability of web content. for the
most updated information, contact the us department of health and human services at http://www.acq.hhs.gov/foa/ or submit your comments
to http://www.access-board.gov/about_us.htm. a collective term for anything on the web that can be accessed and read on a computer, webtv,
or other handheld device. a computer is defined as any device that is connected to the internet via a wired or wireless connection. a webtv is a

small device that can be connected to a computer or a tv to display web content. third parties that subscribe to the webtv specification for
web browsers xhtml mobile profile 1.0include the values “html”, “html5”, “ajax”, and “wml mobile browser”. software authors (who we call

software developers) create computer software in one or more languages to perform a specific function. software can be standalone (such as
a piece of word processing software) or interactive (such as a web browser). software can also be utility software (such as a financial

calculator) or an application (such as a word processor or a spreadsheet). since 2014 adobe has released several products, called ‘creative
cloud’, under the terms of a creative cloud subscription package, offering a range of benefits and features, including: collaboration, to help you

get more done; access to the latest features and enhancements; and more security, to keep you protected. with the creative cloud service,
you can: use the latest software updates; subscribe to one-year trial subscriptions of the latest software as soon as it is available; and use the
software for free for ninety days, from the date you receive it. adobe software is designed to be used with the adobe creative cloud app and
website, to help you organize your software. if you purchase the creative cloud service without an active subscription, your software will be

delivered to you and is available for use until cancelled. 5ec8ef588b
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